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Ebook free Encyclopedia of the peoples of
asia and oceania 2 vol set .pdf
this book allows us to examine the ethnic infrastructure underlying economic social political change
which has been widespread throughout the world in recent years edited written by a distinguished
team of international scholars the encyclopedia contains more than 2 000 alphabetical entries on all
peoples ethnic groups of the world each entry includes the common indigenous or self designated
name of the group geographical location population language religion history when relevant or known
the concise clearly written entries are supplemented with 250 b w maps 48 pages of color illustrations
fourteen years since its establishment the work of the african commission on human and peoples
rights has not received the attention that should have been paid to its important contributions
towards the promotion and protection of human rights in africa the aim of this publication is to
provide not only the basic documents but also the less well known material related to the
jurisprudence emanating from the consideration of communications this volume therefore includes
amongst other material the twelve activity reports adopted by the commission resolutions and final
communiqués from the sessions this is the first attempt to reproduce comprehensively the many
documents of the commission adopted since its inception in 1987 it will be an essential reference for
academics students and practitioners the publication is produced in collaboration with the african
society for international and comparative law the centre for human rights at the university of pretoria
and interights in london the peoples of europe by h j fleure published by good press good press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction
and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need
to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high quality digital format this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced
from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see
the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant the adoption of the declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples by the united nations
general assembly on 13 september 2007 was acclaimed as a major success for the united nations
system given the extent to which it consolidates and develops the international corpus of indigenous
rights this is the first in depth academic analysis of this far reaching instrument indigenous
representatives have argued that the rights contained in the declaration and the processes by which
it was formulated obligate affected states to accept the validity of its provisions and its interpretation
of contested concepts such as culture land ownership and self determination this edited collection
contains essays written by the main protagonists in the development of the declaration indigenous
representatives and field leading academics it offers a comprehensive institutional thematic and
regional analysis of the declaration in particular it explores the declaration s normative resonance for
international law and considers the ways in which this international instrument could catalyse
institutional action and influence the development of national laws and policies on indigenous issues a
z structure within five regionally based sections includes clear and concise histories of the world s
major ethnic and cultural groupings covers the inhabitants of present day nation states minority
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peoples within nation states peoples dispersed over a number of nation states and significant cultural
but non ethnic groupings cover north america was inhabited native tribes some ten thousand years
ago as generations passed the tribes formed individual communities full of rich customs beliefs and
ideals despite facing hardship in later centuries the first people of north america continue to thrive in
modern times this book discusses the origin of the tlingit their rituals beliefs and culture and their
importance in society today for over five hundred years the russians wondered what kind of people
their arctic and sub arctic subjects were they have mouths between their shoulders and eyes in their
chests reported a fifteenth century tale they rove around live of their own free will and beat the
russian people complained a seventeenth century cossack their actions are exceedingly rude they do
not take off their hats and do not bow to each other huffed an eighteenth century scholar they are
children of nature and guardians of ecological balance rhapsodized early nineteenth century and late
twentieth century romantics even the bolsheviks who categorized the circumpolar foragers as
authentic proletarians were repeatedly puzzled by the peoples from the late neolithic period who by
virtue of their extreme backwardness cannot keep up either economically or culturally with the
furious speed of the emerging socialist society whether described as brutes aliens or endangered
indigenous populations the so called small peoples of the north have consistently remained a point of
contrast for speculations on russian identity and a convenient testing ground for policies and images
that grew out of these speculations in arctic mirrors a vividly rendered history of circumpolar peoples
in the russian empire and the russian mind yuri slezkine offers the first in depth interpretation of this
relationship no other book in any language links the history of a colonized non russian people to the
full sweep of russian intellectual and cultural history enhancing his account with vintage prints and
photographs slezkine reenacts the procession of russian fur traders missionaries tsarist bureaucrats
radical intellectuals professional ethnographers and commissars who struggled to reform and
conceptualize this most alien of their subject populations slezkine reconstructs from a vast range of
sources the successive official policies and prevailing attitudes toward the northern peoples
interweaving the resonant narratives of russian and indigenous contemporaries with the extravagant
images of popular russian fiction as he examines the many ironies and ambivalences involved in
successive russian attempts to overcome northern and hence their own otherness slezkine explores
the wider issues of ethnic identity cultural change nationalist rhetoric and not so european colonialism
reprint of the original first published in 1881 大統領として最初の所信表明となる 大統領就任演説 をはじめ 大統領就任前の演説の中から 民主党大会基
調演説 2004年7月 ベルリン演説 ひとつになる世界 2008年7月 大統領選挙勝利宣言 2008年11月 経済対策演説 2009年1月 の5本を全文掲載 the
intertribal pow wow is the most widespread venue for traditional indian music and dance in north
america heartbeat of the people is an insider s journey into the dances and music the traditions and
regalia and the functions and significance of these vital cultural events tara browner focuses on the
northern pow wow of the northern great plains and great lakes to investigate the underlying tribal and
regional frameworks that reinforce personal tribal affiliations interviews with dancers and her own
participation in pow wow events and community provide fascinating on the ground accounts and
provide detail to a rare ethnomusicological analysis of northern music and dance this masterpiece of
medieval historical literature chronicles the growth of christianity in anglo saxon england written by a
monk in ad 731 it profiles prominent individuals in the formation of the country s religion and
government what was antebellum life like for the two communities of people one white and one black
who lived and worked on a plantation on the eastern shore of maryland thomas marsh forman was in
his early twenties when he returned from the revolutionary war to take over the proprietorship of rose
hill plantation from his father the estate lay alongside the sassafras river in cecil county on maryland
s eastern shore rose hill was a product of its historical moment a moment in which men like forman
acted on their belief that the future prospects of the country required a continuation not only of their
energy their skills and their desire to improve the lives of americans but also of the slave economy
they had done so much to shape a focused study of this one plantation the people of rose hill
illuminates the workings of the entire plantation system in the border region between the end of the
revolution and the approach of the civil war lucy maddox looks closely at the public and private lives
of the people of rose hill who labored together in a profitable agricultural enterprise while maintaining
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relationships with one another that were cautious distant sometimes secretive and often explosive
making extensive use of the letters of wife martha ogle forman maddox places the experiences of
rose hill s inhabitants enslaved and free within the context of the cultural economic and political
history of the state piecing together the scattered information in these documents she offers readers
fascinating insights into life and labor on the plantation from grueling daily work schedules to menus
for elaborate dinners and teas her account includes comparative analyses of family structures and
social practices within the forman family and in the community of enslaved workers individual
sections profile thirty eight of the fifty enslaved people at rose hill identifying as far as possible that
person s primary work responsibilities family connections and history at the plantation thus giving
each a recognized place in the larger history of plantation slavery in the upper south maddox s
discussion of rose hill extends to the places around it where the slave culture of the plantation found
confirmation and support churches law courts social gatherings agricultural fairs and societies the
parlors and sitting rooms of the eastern shore elite the people of rose hill is a fascinating look at the
intersection of the constricted world of the plantation with the larger world of early america excerpt
from the peoples of the world vol 1 being a popular description of the characteristics condition and
customs of the human family entering into a consideration of the matter a little more fully we find
that even colour which at first strikes us as the most remarkable difference is as linnaeus long ago
declared of comparatively little moment as a specific character as has been so repeatedly pointed out
a black face is common to races very widely apart the moors of senegal are among the highest of the
superior peoples of the world the bushmen of the cape colony about the lowest yet the first is as
swarthy as the neighbouring negroes whilst the last is of the colour of coffee with milk to use a french
naturalist s familiar simile the skin of a negro is moreover of exactly the same structure anatomically
as that of a flaxen haired norseman and in the mucous layer of very dark complexioned whites the
pigment cells which give the colour to the skin of black people are developed in exactly the same way
in other words there is a gradation in what has been technically called melanism freckles are simply
spots of the same nature as that blackness which owing to the same cause has in the course of time
sufiused the entire face of the swarthy barbarians of so many parts of the world though at the same
time sunshine and warmth are not the sole determining causes of colour otherwise the indians of
central america would be as black as the west african negroes though even there the heat has some
effect since the queen charlotte islanders who live off the northern coast of british columbia are
among the fairest skinned of their race while the indians from mexico southward are among the
darkest of all the american families of men there are also endless gradations in the hair of man the
wool of the negro the lanky horse tail locks of the north american indian and the fine silky hair of the
caucasian races have each some peculiarities links connecting them are not difficult to find but as
ethnologists from the time of prichard to that of quatrefages have pointed out there is an infinitely
greater variety displayed in a short time after certain of the lower animals are transferred from their
original home to a locality where they come under different physical surroundings and influences for
example the wool of the sheep wili in some hot countries be replaced by short smooth hair while in
the high plains of the andes the wild boars are said to acquire a kind of wool and numerous similar
changes attributed to climate and the influence of surroundings may be found described in works
treating of this department of anthropology about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
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enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality
reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant the people of the abyss 1903 is a book by jack london about life in the
east end of london in 1902 he wrote this first hand account by living in the east end including the
whitechapel district for several months sometimes staying in workhouses or sleeping on the streets
the conditions he experienced and wrote about were the same as those endured by an estimated 500
000 of the contemporary london poor first published in 1894 a lost race fantasy set in central africa
where a group of adventureres discover a forbidden land 留学 出張 または海外からのお客様を日本で迎える など外国人に日本のことを説明
する機会は多くなってきています 海外の人に日本のことをどう伝えるか 本編ではまず地理 人 そして言葉などの基本情報について解説しています とっさの時に役に立つ英語表現が満載です
何度も読み返して 日本を紹介するエキスパートになってはどうでしょう 姉妹編として 歴史 宗教 プライド編 政治 外交 社会編 があります
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The Peoples of the World 1882
this book allows us to examine the ethnic infrastructure underlying economic social political change
which has been widespread throughout the world in recent years edited written by a distinguished
team of international scholars the encyclopedia contains more than 2 000 alphabetical entries on all
peoples ethnic groups of the world each entry includes the common indigenous or self designated
name of the group geographical location population language religion history when relevant or known
the concise clearly written entries are supplemented with 250 b w maps 48 pages of color illustrations

The Peoples of the World 1882
fourteen years since its establishment the work of the african commission on human and peoples
rights has not received the attention that should have been paid to its important contributions
towards the promotion and protection of human rights in africa the aim of this publication is to
provide not only the basic documents but also the less well known material related to the
jurisprudence emanating from the consideration of communications this volume therefore includes
amongst other material the twelve activity reports adopted by the commission resolutions and final
communiqués from the sessions this is the first attempt to reproduce comprehensively the many
documents of the commission adopted since its inception in 1987 it will be an essential reference for
academics students and practitioners the publication is produced in collaboration with the african
society for international and comparative law the centre for human rights at the university of pretoria
and interights in london

Proposed Eligibility of the People's Republic of China for
Participation in the Food for Peace Program 1982
the peoples of europe by h j fleure published by good press good press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to
forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each
good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers
and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high
quality digital format

The Encyclopedia of the Peoples of the World 2000-04
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world
and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The People's League. To the People of London and Its
Vicinity 1846
the adoption of the declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples by the united nations general
assembly on 13 september 2007 was acclaimed as a major success for the united nations system
given the extent to which it consolidates and develops the international corpus of indigenous rights
this is the first in depth academic analysis of this far reaching instrument indigenous representatives
have argued that the rights contained in the declaration and the processes by which it was
formulated obligate affected states to accept the validity of its provisions and its interpretation of
contested concepts such as culture land ownership and self determination this edited collection
contains essays written by the main protagonists in the development of the declaration indigenous
representatives and field leading academics it offers a comprehensive institutional thematic and
regional analysis of the declaration in particular it explores the declaration s normative resonance for
international law and considers the ways in which this international instrument could catalyse
institutional action and influence the development of national laws and policies on indigenous issues

The People's Charter, an Abstract from “The Rights of
Nations,” Giving a Condensed View of the Great Principles
of Representative Government, Etc. By the Author of 'The
Rights of Nations' and 'The Reformer's Catechism.'. 1832
a z structure within five regionally based sections includes clear and concise histories of the world s
major ethnic and cultural groupings covers the inhabitants of present day nation states minority
peoples within nation states peoples dispersed over a number of nation states and significant cultural
but non ethnic groupings cover

Documents of the African Commission on Human and
Peoples' Rights - Volume 1, 1987-1998 2001-11-06
north america was inhabited native tribes some ten thousand years ago as generations passed the
tribes formed individual communities full of rich customs beliefs and ideals despite facing hardship in
later centuries the first people of north america continue to thrive in modern times this book
discusses the origin of the tlingit their rituals beliefs and culture and their importance in society today

The Peoples of the World 1922
for over five hundred years the russians wondered what kind of people their arctic and sub arctic
subjects were they have mouths between their shoulders and eyes in their chests reported a fifteenth
century tale they rove around live of their own free will and beat the russian people complained a
seventeenth century cossack their actions are exceedingly rude they do not take off their hats and do
not bow to each other huffed an eighteenth century scholar they are children of nature and guardians
of ecological balance rhapsodized early nineteenth century and late twentieth century romantics even
the bolsheviks who categorized the circumpolar foragers as authentic proletarians were repeatedly
puzzled by the peoples from the late neolithic period who by virtue of their extreme backwardness
cannot keep up either economically or culturally with the furious speed of the emerging socialist
society whether described as brutes aliens or endangered indigenous populations the so called small
peoples of the north have consistently remained a point of contrast for speculations on russian
identity and a convenient testing ground for policies and images that grew out of these speculations
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in arctic mirrors a vividly rendered history of circumpolar peoples in the russian empire and the
russian mind yuri slezkine offers the first in depth interpretation of this relationship no other book in
any language links the history of a colonized non russian people to the full sweep of russian
intellectual and cultural history enhancing his account with vintage prints and photographs slezkine
reenacts the procession of russian fur traders missionaries tsarist bureaucrats radical intellectuals
professional ethnographers and commissars who struggled to reform and conceptualize this most
alien of their subject populations slezkine reconstructs from a vast range of sources the successive
official policies and prevailing attitudes toward the northern peoples interweaving the resonant
narratives of russian and indigenous contemporaries with the extravagant images of popular russian
fiction as he examines the many ironies and ambivalences involved in successive russian attempts to
overcome northern and hence their own otherness slezkine explores the wider issues of ethnic
identity cultural change nationalist rhetoric and not so european colonialism

The peoples of Europe 2023-07-09
reprint of the original first published in 1881

The Coming of the Peoples 2015-12-06
大統領として最初の所信表明となる 大統領就任演説 をはじめ 大統領就任前の演説の中から 民主党大会基調演説 2004年7月 ベルリン演説 ひとつになる世界 2008年7月 大統領
選挙勝利宣言 2008年11月 経済対策演説 2009年1月 の5本を全文掲載

Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples 2011-01-12
the intertribal pow wow is the most widespread venue for traditional indian music and dance in north
america heartbeat of the people is an insider s journey into the dances and music the traditions and
regalia and the functions and significance of these vital cultural events tara browner focuses on the
northern pow wow of the northern great plains and great lakes to investigate the underlying tribal and
regional frameworks that reinforce personal tribal affiliations interviews with dancers and her own
participation in pow wow events and community provide fascinating on the ground accounts and
provide detail to a rare ethnomusicological analysis of northern music and dance

The Peoples of the World 1900
this masterpiece of medieval historical literature chronicles the growth of christianity in anglo saxon
england written by a monk in ad 731 it profiles prominent individuals in the formation of the country s
religion and government

The People's Year Book 1926
what was antebellum life like for the two communities of people one white and one black who lived
and worked on a plantation on the eastern shore of maryland thomas marsh forman was in his early
twenties when he returned from the revolutionary war to take over the proprietorship of rose hill
plantation from his father the estate lay alongside the sassafras river in cecil county on maryland s
eastern shore rose hill was a product of its historical moment a moment in which men like forman
acted on their belief that the future prospects of the country required a continuation not only of their
energy their skills and their desire to improve the lives of americans but also of the slave economy
they had done so much to shape a focused study of this one plantation the people of rose hill
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illuminates the workings of the entire plantation system in the border region between the end of the
revolution and the approach of the civil war lucy maddox looks closely at the public and private lives
of the people of rose hill who labored together in a profitable agricultural enterprise while maintaining
relationships with one another that were cautious distant sometimes secretive and often explosive
making extensive use of the letters of wife martha ogle forman maddox places the experiences of
rose hill s inhabitants enslaved and free within the context of the cultural economic and political
history of the state piecing together the scattered information in these documents she offers readers
fascinating insights into life and labor on the plantation from grueling daily work schedules to menus
for elaborate dinners and teas her account includes comparative analyses of family structures and
social practices within the forman family and in the community of enslaved workers individual
sections profile thirty eight of the fifty enslaved people at rose hill identifying as far as possible that
person s primary work responsibilities family connections and history at the plantation thus giving
each a recognized place in the larger history of plantation slavery in the upper south maddox s
discussion of rose hill extends to the places around it where the slave culture of the plantation found
confirmation and support churches law courts social gatherings agricultural fairs and societies the
parlors and sitting rooms of the eastern shore elite the people of rose hill is a fascinating look at the
intersection of the constricted world of the plantation with the larger world of early america

Peoples, Nations and Cultures 2005
excerpt from the peoples of the world vol 1 being a popular description of the characteristics
condition and customs of the human family entering into a consideration of the matter a little more
fully we find that even colour which at first strikes us as the most remarkable difference is as linnaeus
long ago declared of comparatively little moment as a specific character as has been so repeatedly
pointed out a black face is common to races very widely apart the moors of senegal are among the
highest of the superior peoples of the world the bushmen of the cape colony about the lowest yet the
first is as swarthy as the neighbouring negroes whilst the last is of the colour of coffee with milk to
use a french naturalist s familiar simile the skin of a negro is moreover of exactly the same structure
anatomically as that of a flaxen haired norseman and in the mucous layer of very dark complexioned
whites the pigment cells which give the colour to the skin of black people are developed in exactly the
same way in other words there is a gradation in what has been technically called melanism freckles
are simply spots of the same nature as that blackness which owing to the same cause has in the
course of time sufiused the entire face of the swarthy barbarians of so many parts of the world though
at the same time sunshine and warmth are not the sole determining causes of colour otherwise the
indians of central america would be as black as the west african negroes though even there the heat
has some effect since the queen charlotte islanders who live off the northern coast of british columbia
are among the fairest skinned of their race while the indians from mexico southward are among the
darkest of all the american families of men there are also endless gradations in the hair of man the
wool of the negro the lanky horse tail locks of the north american indian and the fine silky hair of the
caucasian races have each some peculiarities links connecting them are not difficult to find but as
ethnologists from the time of prichard to that of quatrefages have pointed out there is an infinitely
greater variety displayed in a short time after certain of the lower animals are transferred from their
original home to a locality where they come under different physical surroundings and influences for
example the wool of the sheep wili in some hot countries be replaced by short smooth hair while in
the high plains of the andes the wild boars are said to acquire a kind of wool and numerous similar
changes attributed to climate and the influence of surroundings may be found described in works
treating of this department of anthropology about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
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edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The People and Culture of the Tlingit 2016-12-15
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

An Address to the People of Scotland, Issued by
Appointment of the Convocation of Ministers, Held at
Edinburgh, November, 1842 1842
the people of the abyss 1903 is a book by jack london about life in the east end of london in 1902 he
wrote this first hand account by living in the east end including the whitechapel district for several
months sometimes staying in workhouses or sleeping on the streets the conditions he experienced
and wrote about were the same as those endured by an estimated 500 000 of the contemporary
london poor

Arctic Mirrors 2016-11-01
first published in 1894 a lost race fantasy set in central africa where a group of adventureres discover
a forbidden land

People of the World 19??
留学 出張 または海外からのお客様を日本で迎える など外国人に日本のことを説明する機会は多くなってきています 海外の人に日本のことをどう伝えるか 本編ではまず地理 人 そして言葉
などの基本情報について解説しています とっさの時に役に立つ英語表現が満載です 何度も読み返して 日本を紹介するエキスパートになってはどうでしょう 姉妹編として 歴史 宗教 プライ
ド編 政治 外交 社会編 があります

History of the English People 2024-04-29

オバマ大統領演説 2009-02

Heartbeat of the People 2004-03-17

Original Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and History of the
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People of India 1874

The People's Hospital Book 1978

The Ecclesiastical History of the English People 2011-02-17

The People's History of the World: Races 1902

The People of Rose Hill 2021-09-07

The Peoples of the World, Vol. 1 2018-02-05

The Book of Psalms "of David the King and Prophet" 1875

The Provinces of the People's Republic of China 1976

People of the State of Illinois V. Shinaul 2015

The People's Marx; Abridged Popular Edition of the Three
Volumes of Capital 2018-11-08

People of the State of Illinois V. Hudson 1998

The man of the people 1860

The People of the Abyss (Illustrated) 2014-04-12

The People Of The Mist (迷霧之人) 2011-05-15

Journal of the Convention of the People of the State of
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Indiana to Amend the Constitution 1851

The Geography， People and Language of Japan　日本事情－地理・人・言
語編 2010-11-01

An Answer to some of the principal Quakers, which deceive
the people, but more particularly to a book of John
Chandler's called or known by this title, A Narrative plainly
shewing, that the priests of England are as truly Antichrist
... as the Pope and his clergy, etc 1660

The Illustrated American 1895

Guyana's Road to Socialism 1979
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